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Sudden death is over 20 times more frequent in people with epilepsy than the general population. The literature on clinical risk factors is now able to deﬁne individuals at the highest risk. Despite these advances in
our understanding of risk, the mechanism of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy remains elusive. While it
is unlikely that a single mechanism will be found to explain all deaths, there have been recent advances that
identify factors that play a critical role. This review provides an update on new advances in the understanding of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy.

Death is the most devastating outcome of epilepsy. People
with epilepsy have a two to three times increased risk of death
compared with the general population (1–3). Mortality in children with epilepsy may be as much as 90 times more frequent
than in children without epilepsy (4). Active epilepsy, reﬂected
by the failure to obtain 5-year seizure remission, was found to
be the strongest risk factor for death of any cause in a study of
long-term mortality in childhood onset epilepsy (3). Mortality risk is strongly related to underlying condition, with most
of the increased risk attributable to those with secondary or
symptomatic epilepsy (1, 3, 5). Other factors include nonadherance to antiepileptic drug therapy, which was shown to be
associated with an over three times increased risk of mortality
in patients with epilepsy (6).
While mortality in epilepsy may be explained by the underlying condition, a proportion of deaths in people with epilepsy
remains unexplained by circumstances and autopsy. Sudden
death is nearly 24 times more likely in people with epilepsy
(7). The entity known as Sudden Unexplained or Unexpected
Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP) is deﬁned as a sudden, unexpected,
witnessed or unwitnessed, nontraumatic and non-drowning
death in a patient with epilepsy, with or without evidence of
a seizure and excluding documented status epilepticus. Postmortem examination does not reveal a toxicologic or anatomic
cause of death in SUDEP (Table 1) (8–10). The term Probable
SUDEP is used for cases that meet all criteria, but no postmortem examination is available (8). This review highlights some
of the new advances in the understanding of SUDEP.
Incidence of SUDEP
The incidence of SUDEP varies depending on the cohort
studied. Population-based studies report incidences from 0.09
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to 2.3 per 1000 patient-years (11). Rates as high as 9.3 per 1000
patient-years have been reported in people with refractory
epilepsy and in candidates for epilepsy surgery (12). A Finnish study of mortality in people with epilepsy that began in
childhood found a 7% risk of SUDEP over a 40-year follow-up
period; 12% in those not in 5-year remission (3). The incidence
of SUDEP during childhood is lower than in adults; up to 0.43
per 1000 patient-years of epilepsy; yet still more than ten times
the rate of sudden death in children in general (5, 13–16). Little
is understood about why SUDEP risk changes with age (11).
Studies of SUDEP are hindered by barriers to case identiﬁcation. Poor awareness of SUDEP among coroners and
pathologists and low autopsy rates in people with epilepsy
were reported in the United Kingdom (17). In a nationwide
survey, U.S. coroners and medical examiners aﬃrmed ﬁnancial cost and lack of family consent as major reasons for not
performing an autopsy on people with epilepsy (18). The same
survey revealed that even when a history of epilepsy is known,
and autopsy fails to demonstrate a cause of death, there are
signiﬁcant inconsistencies in the use of SUDEP as a ﬁnal diagnosis by medical examiners and coroners (18). Recognition of
SUDEP cases may be further hindered by something as simple
as terminology. Anecdotal reports identify that the family of
a deceased may not use the term epilepsy, in favor of seizures,
convulsions, or seizure disorder, and thus answer negative when
questioned about a history of epilepsy.
Circumstances of Death
Examination of the scene of death in SUDEP typically ﬁnds
the deceased in bed in the prone position. The majority of
deaths are unwitnessed; most series report only 10 to 20%
witnessed cases, making it diﬃcult to ascertain whether a
seizure precedes death (19–22). When witnessed and unwitnessed cases are considered, 50 to 90% of cases have evidence
of a convulsive seizure before death (14, 19–24). When cases
of SUDEP and near SUDEP have been observed in epilepsy
monitoring units, seizures are often documented to precede
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death; however, this sample represents a subset of patients
and does not represent the full spectrum of SUDEP cases (25).
In children, witnessed SUDEP is more common. In our series
of 27 SUDEP deaths in children, 10 cases were witnessed at
the time of death. In ﬁve of the ten witnessed cases, the child
was seen to have a seizure prior to death; in the others, there
was a witnessed cardiorespiratory collapse without an obvious
convulsive seizure (14).
Expecting the Unexpected: Risk Factors for SUDEP
A small number of case-control studies have provided data on
risk factors for SUDEP, mostly related to epilepsy severity. The
best deﬁned risk factor is frequent generalized tonic-clonic
seizures (GTC) (22, 26, 27). A history of more than three GTC
per year was associated with an eight times increased risk of
SUDEP (26). However, one case control study reported that
20% of 151 cases of SUDEP were found in people with no
history of GTC, suggesting that not all cases are accounted
for by people with frequent convulsive seizures (22). Active
epilepsy, deﬁned as failure to achieve 5-year seizure remission,
was identiﬁed as a risk factor for SUDEP in the Finnish study of
long-term mortality in childhood-onset epilepsy (3).
Polytherapy, deﬁned as concomitant use of three or more
anticonvulsant medications (AED), increases the risk of SUDEP
eight times when compared with monotherapy, even when
controlling for seizure frequency (21). Younger age of epilepsy
onset and longer duration of epilepsy have also been demonstrated to increase the risk of SUDEP in adults (21, 26, 27). This
ﬁnding could explain the documented lower rates in children,
as children may carry a smaller cumulative burden of epilepsy
(14).
The Task Force on Epidemiology of the International
League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) recently pooled data from
four published case-control studies to increase the power

TABLE 1. Criteria for Sudden Unexpected/Unexplained
Death in Epilepsy (8–10)
1. Deceased had epilepsy, deﬁned as recurrent unprovoked
seizures.
2. Death occurred unexpectedly, while the person was in a
reasonable state of health.
3. Death occurred suddenly, with an understanding that
following successful resuscitation, a death may occur at a
later time as a consequence of the fatal event.
4. Death may have been witnessed or unwitnessed.
5. Evidence of a preceding seizure is not required.
6. Death occurred during normal activities in benign circumstances.
7. Death was not the consequence of documented status
epilepticus, drowning, or trauma.
8. Postmortem examination did not demonstrate a cause of
death.
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to determine risk factors for SUDEP (28). One U.S. and three
European studies were utilized to yield a ﬁnal sample of 289
cases of deﬁnite or probable SUDEP and 958 living controls
(21, 22, 26, 27). Because epilepsy onset before age 16 was
previously identiﬁed as a risk factor (21), the analyses of risk
factors were stratiﬁed by age at epilepsy onset before 16
years and 16 years or later to determine if risk factors diﬀer
in those with childhood onset epilepsy. This large analysis
conﬁrmed some ﬁndings of previous studies. Increased frequency of GTC and polytherapy both emerged as strong risk
factors, more so when these factors are combined. Three or
more GTC per year combined with polytherapy increased risk
of SUDEP 12.8 times in people with epilepsy onset 16 years
of age or older and 37.4 times in those with epilepsy onset
before age 16 years. Idiopathic epilepsy, deﬁned as epilepsy
of unknown cause, reduced the risk of SUDEP in this sample;
however, note is made of cases of SUDEP in people with
idiopathic epilepsy. Other signiﬁcant risk factors identiﬁed in
this report include younger age of epilepsy onset, duration of
epilepsy, male gender, and learning disability (28).
Until recently, no one speciﬁc drug has been consistently
and reliably associated with SUDEP; however, both carbamazepine and lamotrigine have been implicated, irrespective of
their frequent use (22, 29–31). This is of interest given the possibilities that these drugs have an eﬀect on cardiac function
(11). Carbamazepine was shown to reduce heart rate variability
in 15 people with epilepsy when compared with their precarbamazepine state, an indicator of autonomic dysfunction (32).
The ﬁnding was more prominent at night, which could be related to the tendency for SUDEP to occur in bed. Lamotrigine
has been shown, in vitro, to inhibit the cardiac rapid delayed
rectiﬁer potassium ion current (IKr), which is of interest as drugs
that block IKr may cause a prolonged QT interval and be associated with the fatal arrhythmia, torsades de pointes. However,
therapeutic doses of lamotrigine were not associated with QT
prolongation in 76 healthy subjects (33, 34). Nonetheless, the
recent ILAE risk factor analysis found a 2.3 times increased risk
for SUDEP among those with epilepsy onset before age 16
years on lamotrigine therapy. Further to this, lamotrigine therapy was associated with signiﬁcantly increased risk for SUDEP
among individuals with idiopathic generalized epilepsy (28). It
has been hypothesized that the combined eﬀects of seizureinduced metabolic acidosis and a drug-induced IKr inhibition
could result in a fatal arrhythmia, lending further theoretical
support to a role for lamotrigine in SUDEP (33).
The literature on clinical risk factors for SUDEP is now able
to deﬁne individuals with early onset epilepsy, refractory GTC
seizures, and polytherapy as those at the highest risk. The role
of medications and lifestyle factors continue to require further
validation. As is the clinical practice of neurologists worldwide,
seizure reduction, particularly GTC reduction, continues to be
the most important treatment goal.
Explaining the Unexplained: Mechanisms for SUDEP
The mechanism of death in SUDEP remains elusive, and it
is unlikely that a single mechanism will be found to explain
all deaths. Furthermore, it is an emerging possibility that an
individual may carry several risk factors that together result in
death. Over the last several years, thanks in part to initiatives
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such as the Joint American Epilepsy Society/Epilepsy Foundation Task Force on SUDEP and the NIH/National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)-sponsored multidisciplinary workshop on SUDEP, there has been an increased
emphasis on theoretical models and research to aid our understanding of SUDEP (35, 36).
Cardiac Channelopathies and SUDEP
Sudden unexpected death in the general population is often
due to a cardiac arrhythmia; therefore, the theory that fatal
cardiac arrhythmias underlie SUDEP has considerable merit.
Sinus tachycardia is a common ﬁnding in association with
epileptic seizures; however, bradycardia and asystole may be
rarely observed (37). While rarely fatal, ictal asystole has been
reported in up to 0.4% of adults with epilepsy monitored in an
epilepsy monitoring unit (38, 39). Reduced heart rate variability has been demonstrated in temporal lobe epilepsy patients,
more pronounced during the night than day (40).
Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is a well-characterized cardiac
channelopathy associated with delayed repolarization of
the myocardium, QT prolongation, and an increased risk for
syncope, seizures, and sudden cardiac death (41). LQTS has
been associated with at least 12 genes; the most common is
the KCNQ1 gene, which encodes the cardiac voltage-gated
potassium channel, KvLQT1 (42). In 2009, Goldman, Noebels,
and colleagues localized the known cardiac KvLQT1 channel
to the central nervous system in humans and mice and further
demonstrated that mice with the KCNQ1 mutation are at risk
of both spontaneous, unprovoked seizures and cardiac arrhythmia (43). This work lends strong support to the attractive
hypothesis that a single ion channel mutation could underlie
both epilepsy and cardiac arrhythmias and predispose to
sudden death. In further support of this hypothesis, it has
been shown that the mice with mutations in the KCNA1 gene,
known to exhibit a severe seizure phenotype, display potentially fatal atrioventricular conduction blocks, bradycardia, and
premature ventricular contractions (44).
The Brainstem Hypothesis—SIDS and SUDEP
The serotonin system of the medulla is known to be critically
involved in the modulation and integration of homeostatic
functions such as respiration, autoresuscitation, blood pressure, and temperature. Serotonin has also been strongly implicated in the pathogenesis of sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS). SUDEP is similar to SIDS in that most SUDEP deaths occur in bed in the prone position (45). The brainstem hypothesis
in SIDS suggests that a defect in normal brainstem-mediated
responses underlies the infant’s inability to respond to typical
homeostatic stressors. In the absence of these brainstemmediated responses, an at-risk infant may fail to arouse in
response to a rising CO2 secondary to rebreathing in the
prone position (46). This hypothesis is supported by reports of
premortem abnormalities in arousal and abnormalities in the
brainstems of infants who die of SIDS (47, 48).
A mouse model of audiogenic seizures lends support to
the application of the SIDS brainstem hypothesis to SUDEP. In
the DBA/1 and DBA/2 mouse seizure models, 98% and 75%,
respectively, of the mice have a respiratory arrest following
seizures. The respiratory arrest is fatal without intervention

Highlights
1. Individuals with early onset epilepsy, refractory
GTC seizures and polytherapy are at the highest
risk of SUDEP.
2. It is unlikely that a single mechanism will explain
all cases of SUDEP. Hypotheses supported
by clinical data and animal models include
impaired brainstem function as found in SIDS
and channelopathies common to the heart and
brain.
3. Underrecognition of SUDEP contributes to poor
case identiﬁcation and is a barrier to eﬀective
research. Increased awareness among health
care providers and those aﬀected by epilepsy is
a critical step in the development of preventative strategies.

but can be prevented with the selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI) ﬂuoxetine. Furthermore, the incidence of
respiratory arrest is increased in mice pretreated with a
serotonin antagonist (49, 50). This ﬁnding implicates a role
for a reduction in levels of serotonin in postictal respiratory
depression and arrest.
Ictal hypoventilation has been well documented in patients with epilepsy. Bateman and colleagues reviewed pulse
oximetry recordings from 304 localization-related seizures and
determined that oxygen saturations fell below 90% in 33%
of seizures and below 80% in 10% of seizures, regardless of
secondary generalization of seizures (51). A follow-up study
of 496 seizures demonstrated that patients receiving SSRIs
for other indications were less likely to have oxygen desaturation below 85% in association with partial seizures without
generalization (52).
If postictal respiratory depression is involved in the
mechanism of SUDEP, it may explain the possibly protective
eﬀect of night-time supervision and a possible beneﬁt of
stimulation following a seizure (22, 53). The possible beneﬁt
of postictal supervision or stimulation may also explain lower
rates of SUDEP in children, given that children are more often
attended during and after a seizure.
Next Steps
A major goal of SUDEP research is to prevent death in the
most vulnerable population. The clinical risk factors that have
emerged are clear; we must work with our patients to reduce
the frequency of seizures and employ polytherapy responsibly
and only when needed. While this approach is already adopted
in the general care of people with epilepsy, SUDEP reminds us
of the importance of focusing on the goal of seizure freedom.
As we identify and study those people at highest risk of
SUDEP, there may also be beneﬁt to the investigation of populations at lower risk. Studies of children with epilepsy may help
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to identify what factors contribute to a lower risk of SUDEP,
and why the risk increases as they reach adulthood. Our ongoing Canadian Registry of SUDEP in Children will evaluate childspeciﬁc factors aimed to answer these questions.
Research opportunities will be further enhanced by increased awareness of SUDEP, not only among those providing
specialized epilepsy care but also among primary care providers, pathologists, coroners, medical examiners, and those
aﬀected by epilepsy. Better awareness of SUDEP will improve
case recognition and ultimately move us closer to expecting
the unexpected and explaining the unexplained.
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** For example, if you report a consultancy above there is no need to report travel related to that consultancy on this line.

Section #4 Other relationships
Are there other relationships or activities that readers could perceive to have influenced, or that give the appearance of
potentially influencing, what you wrote in the submitted work?
_x__ No other relationships/conditions/circumstances that present a potential conflict of interest.
___ Yes, the following relationships/conditions/circumstances are present:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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